
Reminders: 

• Please send a water bottle to 

school daily, as it is important 

for students to stay hydrated. 

• Please send a coat to school 

with your student to use dur-

ing recess and when walking 

between buildings. 

CSCA 

719-636-2722 

tsymons@cscharter.org 

Math 

This week students will  

practice reading a ther-

mometer to the nearest 

degree Fahrenheit. We will 

use comparison symbols. 

We will identify horizon-

tal, vertical, and oblique 

lines and line segments. 

Important Dates: 

• “For Want of a Nail” po-

em will need to be memo-

rized by Monday, Nov. 

18. 

• Book Fair will be Nov. 18

-22 

What we are learning: 

Science/Social Studies:  Our current unit is Ancient Rome. In this unit, we will 

learn about Roman history and Roman culture. To go along with our Rome unit, we are 

planning a culminating activity where we will celebrate a Rome Day by wearing Roman 

clothing, eating Roman food, and completing several Roman crafts and activities (more de-

tails to come). The test for the Rome unit is planned for November 18th. 

Grammar:  We are practicing more with singular and plural nouns, common and 

proper nouns, complete subjects and predicates, and simple subjects and predicates.  

We are also classifying sentences to identify each part of  a sentence, as well as learn-

ing new vocabulary and new jingles.   

Core Virtue: 
Stewardship 

 

 

Reading 

Students will be complet-

ing lessons from Reading 

Mastery Signature Edition 

in their reading groups.  

This research-based, field-

tested program will pro-

vide our students solid de-

coding skills, a large read-

ing vocabulary, and good 

working knowledge of 

word meanings. 

Writing 

We are continuing to 

practice the elements of  

a good paragraph: a top-

ic sentence, three details 

and explanations, and a 

conclusion.  We are 

working on organization 

to move our writing 

smoothly from beginning 

to middle to end, so the 

reader can follow the 

idea as it develops. 
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